Name | Link
--- | ---
IMUNE High Intensity Interval Training | http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xiAHY7IWtmU
IMUNE work the abdominals | http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvU2MBf8p-Ej
Simple Yoga | http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JAMLZgtfug8
easy Yoga for the day | http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3P5cUgk1TPU
Humoropathy Laugh Yoga | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ul5yCMhXc
Took from the Indian | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmO-UwVLvR8
Desi Wicked Game Mix | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KsBGah-WzZc
Do We Ever Listen to the Stupid Things we say | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MBsfrnpijMck
Desire' is a Lady | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N98zqR6IF-s
Desire' Dubounet sings I weep for America as I try to help them | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t7cGzSesa58
Eductor and ESP or should I say Q-ESP-Therapy | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyoLej5O8BY
Desi Drink responsibly in my Club | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m54fmuxUXx8
People come into your life for a reason | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D2JygBwWaa8
A Humbling Trip thru the Universe | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6lOQqihBxg8Q
Desi Thunder Rolls Desi sing along | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uUPalE8dg
Desi who wants to live forever Freddie Mercury | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8m6lg5들이Yuk
Desi return to innocence sing along+ narration | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PZjCwyd2pA
Desi Silent Nite In the news Tonight new | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ffS5oM6ui4
the story of the medical effects and side effects of marijuana | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuJPrjEAxsE
desi and meli come with me | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cxbCvdp5g
Synergy I will always love you 0001 | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6bTeljRtc2s
synergy Hit the Road Jack sing along | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8j8fBb2epj_s
Synergy don’t know much sing along | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9NHQwiiUUh2Q
Synergy Desi + Melinda When you sing to me sing along | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IlkiiITfICU
desi and meli you don t bring me flowers | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AVCNjYRiuO4
desi and meli lady in black DAT | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8n8IWAsvleg
Desire Dubounet Crying | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bRxKO27aO4
Desire Dubounet I am what I am | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0tMqQ8cf-PHs
Desi Negy Palinka singalong wm | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lm_YFNC6sUU
What is Strength?? | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c42rg66FaAQ
To Desire’ | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWMHu-sp16w
Desi Revelations road to Hell | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N071D_AbyY0
Desi The Gypsy way is to be free | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BM7wWfrc3A
Desi Dreamed Desi and Hunz around the world | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjr9R8owTo
everybody hurts from Desire’ | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NXGIDUrK4YE
Desire’ Dubounet sings Something inside so Strong | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IM186oaosQc
Oh Baby Look at that Ass | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KhCru3Bj2z8
Let’s Look into the Future To See Your Present | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FDm2W4fhCG8
You say that you love me but only when youre drunk | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3SYNtadQG1
Once upon a time Synergy | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3PHWUWW70
We all Share Air | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E242XsmCsk
Synergy If you get there before I do | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ma_hO740e2w
Synergy Desi and Meli - dueling singers | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q0EwOkIJU-lw
Success is the Best Revenge | https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dH5aiG513pl
Morning is my Favorite Time of the Day

In Memory of my Father

If you think you can, you can

God helps those that help themselves

Desire' Standing Outside the Fire cover dedicated to Special Olympics

Come to Know

A gift for Kara Bliss

When Willy comes Marching Home

Desi Teaching all over the World.wmv

DES'I sings about the Castrating Bitch

Desi "I'm Still Here".wmv

Desi critical thinking , Unchained melody

desi and meli which side of the bed

Desire Dubounet's Angeline

Angel Motivation

To my Mother and all Mothers

When saying NO to Smoking is just not enough

Time to Wake Up original song from Desire' Dubounet

Desire Dubounet - You can see the picture of the Future

Intellect is the Final Frontier

Desi sings Auld Lang Sang in Remembrance of those killed by smoking

Desire' sings Blowing in the Wind

poor kids they go to war

Forever Young Desi

he an't heavy lo res

Desire' the Hero new
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Enuresis therapy Super Binaural

Biofeedback for Enuresis

Biofeedback for Breath Control

Biofeedback for deep muscle Relaxation

Biofeedback for Mind Relaxation

Breath Control Super Binaural

Deep Muscle Relaxation Super Binaural

Mind Relaxation Super Binaural

Armonia1

Armonia2

Armonia3

Armonia4

Base

Brow

Crown

DECAGON_WITH_PENTAGONAL_STA
DEEP Muscle learning disability repair
http://indavideo.hu/video/DEEP_Muscle_learning_disability_repair
DEEP Muscle relaxation for Mental repair
http://indavideo.hu/video/DEEP_Muscle_relaxation_for_Mental_repair
Deep Muscle relaxation
http://indavideo.hu/video/Deep_Muscle_relaxation
EARFLY auditory callosum repair
http://indavideo.hu/video/EARFLY_auditory_callosum_repair
EARFLY Auditory Nerve Repair
http://indavideo.hu/video/EARFLY_Auditory_Nerve_Repair
EARFLY autism and ADD repair
http://indavideo.hu/video/EARFLY_learning_disability_repair
EARFLY learning disability repair
http://indavideo.hu/video/EARFLY_learning_disability_repair
Energetic
http://indavideo.hu/video/Energetic
FLOWER_OF_LIFE_WITH_2ND_HAR
http://indavideo.hu/video/FLOWER_OF_LIFE_WITH_2ND_HAR
METATRON_CUBE
http://indavideo.hu/video/METATRON_CUBE
Spiral
http://indavideo.hu/video/Spiral_1
Splenic
http://indavideo.hu/video/Splenic
SRI_YANTRA
http://indavideo.hu/video/SRI_YANTRA
Stomach 2
http://indavideo.hu/video/Stomach_2
THE_ENDLESS_KNOT
http://indavideo.hu/video/THE_ENDLESS_KNOT
Throat 2
http://indavideo.hu/video/Throat_2
TORUS
http://indavideo.hu/video/TORUS
TREE_OF_LIFE
http://indavideo.hu/video/TREE_OF_LIFE_1
Tunnel
http://indavideo.hu/video/Tunnel_1
VESICA_PISTIS
http://indavideo.hu/video/VESICA_PISTIS
Vortex
http://indavideo.hu/video/Vortex